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powerbase, which actually is vital for winning the fight against corrup-
tive system
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A. INTRODUCTION: CONFUSION WITHIN THE FIGHT
This paper aims to uncover the logical framework,
which politically structures the reform within public organi-
zation, with special reference to the fight against corruption
in Indonesia. It departs from a proposition that the fight
against corruption is a discourse-driven process. Therefore,
scrutinizing concepts, models or theoretical frameworks,
which are on offer to inspire the fight against corruption in
post-Soeharto Indonesia, is important. The discourse, for
sure has not been neutral. It, for example, embodies public
anger or attempt to distance from the so-called corruptive
practices. This apparent from the way the fight corruption
was articulated. The Post-Suharto era has been character-
ized by the strongly articulated pledge to battle corruption
as something that considered to plague the previous re-
gime. This is pretentious given the fact that none can
dismiss the fact that public itself is participant of so-called
corruptive practice.
As the reform agenda becomes public, it is important to
bear in mind the way the idea of public has been under-
stood and shared. As public organization reform articulate
the idea of bureaucratic reform, good governance, en-
hancement of civil society in fighting against corruption
etc.; it is important to recognize that a particular definition
of public were introduced and articulated. Previously, the
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ABSTRACT
Various concepts, models or theoretical frameworks
are on offer, to frame the public in fighting against
corruption in Indonesia. They include: bureaucratic
reform, good governance, civil society engagement
etc. In response to the failure to bring corruption-
free status, experts unnoticeably tend to blame pub-
lic officers instead of ensuring the accuracy and the
reliability of the framework. This reflective literature
review reveals such tendency. To begin with, it maps
out the logical basis of each approach, particularly
in conceptualizing the ‘public’, the ‘private’, and
their relationship. The reliability of the approaches
will emerge as we link the conceptualization with
real life the public or socio-cultural context. The re-
view reveals that analysis on corruption and its im-
perative are ideologically driven, and hence, suffers
from ideological bias. It obsesses with altering the
behaviour of public officers, which inevitably en-
trapped with particular set-up. As liberal discourse
take place in non-liberal institutional set-up, the
public fail to comprehend the nature of the prob-
lems and the solution on offer. Instead of setting up
context-specific agenda, public a dragged on vari-
ous forms of reform such as granting political rights,
enhancing civil society, articulate more autonomy
and alike. As overwhelming individual within the
battles against corruption overloaded with asserting
of more public role, they encountered with difficulty
in setting the boundary between the public and the
private. As Indonesia has been endowed with differ-
ent institutional set-up in governing public affairs,
corruption-free public governance remains elusive.
This is because the reforms dismantle the existing
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idea of public primarily refers to what the govern-
ment does. Public more or less equivalent with
what the state does. As public discourse on corrup-
tion gaining more popularity, new genre of public
come to prominence. Public, in this regard refers
to issues which are beyond any individual capacity
to deal with. Certainly, public is not merely leave
to the government or the state, but also the busi-
ness of every individual.
What really matter in this review is that the
fighting against corruption no longer an exclusive
government agenda. It, to some extent even
implies that the hard-core of the public is the non-
state’s actors which push forward agenda of ensur-
ing government institutions do their job properly.
The prevalence of the new genre of public allows
particular way of constructing corruption and the
way to fight against it. Moreover, state’s bureau-
cracy in Indonesia since then on has been widely
considered as part of the previous authoritarian
regime, which inherits rampant practices of corrup-
tion. At the same time, state bureaucracy keep
reproducing the old idea of the public. The fight
against corruption apparently carries confusion or
tacit disagreement on the meaning of public. The
confusion is difficult to grasp as it compass the
interlinking notion embodies within the idea of
reform. What lie behind the idea is he presump-
tions of liberal democracy, which has been widely
adopted by the scholars in the post-Suharto era.
That further confusion hides even deeper
confusion, which even more difficult to assess and
accept. For example, the discourse indicate strong
optimism on the workability of programs like
‘good governance’ and ‘bureaucracy reform’,
‘decentralization’ and ‘public private partnership’
and alike. They are derived from the discourse on
primacy of liberal democratic order. Their imple-
mentation has been long enough to be observed;
and yet the further the reform goes, the more
frustration the analyst be. The status corruption-
free country is remote still. Various measures
initiated as parts of those programs turn out to
render the situation worse as corruption practices
become more rampant, sophisticated and system-
atic. It involve broader segment of the society, not
only the bureaucracy.1
The current situation described above attracts
curiosity from the author. Indonesian case becomes
more interesting as the public opinion; both in
Indonesia and globally, are divided between two
main camps. On the one hand, the discourse in
Indonesia articulates the seemingly best practice of
transition toward liberal democracy. It produce a
sense of pride, given the country has been having
long history of authoritarian rule with huge and
diverse population, albeit they are predominantly
Moslems.2 On the other hand, there is also wide
public scientism that within the prominent of
discourse on the primacy liberal democratic order,
the country has experiencing the growing rampant
and systematic practices of
corruption.3Interestingly, so prevalent explanation
has been on the failure to comply with the dis-
course of the primacy of liberal democracy, instead
on questioning the prevailing framework. The lack
reflective discourse within the reform, allows the
activists who advocate the idea of corruption-free
Indonesia misjudge what has been happening. The
imposition of contextually ungrounded discourse
allows the likely misplace reform to take place.
The divided opinion on the reform process in
post-Soeharto Indonesia, basically, represents to
confusion on how the situation is perceived and
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what the most appropriate measure that should be
taken is. The confusion evolved around the issue of
despite the facts that various reform measures have
been taken and legally enforced the bureaucracy in
Indonesia by many standards is by far severely
plagued by corruption.
B. UNCOVERING THE UNDERLYING FRAME-
WORK
The process of designing the reform agenda in
Indonesia has been largely influenced by large
groups of intelligentsia circles in Indonesia. Large
part, if not larger, of the pro-democracy groups
that play prominent role in ending the rule of the
New Order regime mostly came with strong
academic backgrounds, either as students; experts;
researchers; and scholars. Besides the World Bank
and International Monetary Fund with their
adjustment package delivered as aid for Indonesia
to deal with the Asia economic crisis, these people
are some of the main conduits that introduce and
endorse the adoption of new ideas such as good
governance and new public management wrapped
in the larger issue of democratization. Unfortu-
nately, there has been a growing tendency among
these circles that instead of ensuring the accuracy
and the reliability of the framework through re-
examination and adjustment, experts unnoticeably
blame public officers in responding to the apparent
failure of the reform framework.4 Such tendency
hides the elusive fallacy of rather put the blame on
the realities, instead of the theories, when they do
not fit to each other.
Their confusion in understanding corruption,
this regard is a matter of framework, instead of
practices. Given the prevalence of the confusion,
the more appropriate question is not, “What else
should we do to generate more effective bureau-
cracy reform in Indonesia?”. It instead, is “What
else have we not done to generate more effective
bureaucracy reform in Indonesia?”
The later represents the desperation felt by
many people who have much concern on the
reform process in Indonesia. It is obvious that
almost every single prescription of political liberal-
ization have been adopted and incorporated into
Indonesia’s formal–political structure. In the case
of the implementation of decentralization policy,
another top priority in reform agenda, the World
Bank has dubbed the transformation Indonesia it
as “Big Bang Decentralization”.5Decentralization,
in this regard, is an attempt to bring the govern-
ment closer and even easily controlled by individu-
als. It departs from presumption that, the effec-
tively control of government by the individuals
would enhance the effectiveness, efficiency and
transparency and accountability of the bureaucracy.
However the studies by the proponents of the
framework reveals this policy largely fails to achieve
its intended and asserted goals. Some analysts
suggest that decentralization is a new fertile soil for
corruption practices.6 Obviously, decentralization,
which meant to be the solution eventually, reveals
itself as problem. At issue here is that, decentraliza-
tion in its essence might be neutral idea, but the
way decentralization has been operationalized and
implemented has been problematic. It takes for
granted that individuals or societal groups are
resilient with their anti-corruption ethic, and at the
same time, the government is inherently corrupt.
The idea of corruption-free bureaucracy has
been a recurrent political discourse in Indonesia.
However, it signifies different meanings in differ-
ent regimes as they are derived and closely related
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with each regime’s projected socio-political struc-
ture. This is so with the ruling regime in post-
Soeharto Indonesia. It is this logic that comes into
play in constructing the particular socio–political
projection that this article aims to address specifi-
cally. The projection of a particular socio–political
structure is understood as a process of construction
of reality through the process of
signification.7Examining the underlying logic that
underpin the construction of post–Soeharto
Indonesia, specifically the ideal state’s bureaucracy,
requires particular set of methods that may enable
us to gain the required data. Thus, it is necessary to
describe the nature of the analysis presented in this
article and how it is carried. The term “logic” here
is used to denote certain way of thinking. There
have been a great number of studies on this issue
within reform or democratization in Indonesia
context. However, the distinctive feature of the
study presented in this article is in its specific focus
that rather intended to answer the “how” than
“what” question.8
On the specific case of bureaucracy reform in
post-Soeharto Indonesia, the analysis presented in
this paper focuses on how state’s bureaucracy is
understood to required reform and certain reform
measures become necessity to be taken”. In short,
the analysis here deals more on the epistemological
aspect than the ontological one of the object
analysed. By doing so, the analysis here is more to
deontologise the object analysed since its analysis is
based on the proposition that the existence of the
object analysed emerge through certain process of
social construction. For example, bureaucracy
reform, though through different terms, becomes
a policy agenda both under the New Order and
the current democratic regimes in Indonesia.
However, in each of those regimes, bureaucracy
reform signifies different projection of ideal
bureaucracy and also different reform measures
and programs.
Last but not least, the analysis presented in this
article also aims to offer alternative perspective for
bureaucracy reform in the midst of confusion and
desperation to accomplish the reform agenda in
Indonesia. In doing so, it is necessary to venture
beyond the confusion mirrored by the divided
opinion toward the performance of reform in
Indonesia after more than a decade mentioned
above. Thus, through the reflective analysis in this
paper, this study aims to critically obtain knowledge
that differs with the currently dominant construc-
tions of bureaucracy reform as social realities.
The nature of this analysis and how it is carried
is based on the work of Niels Arkerstorm
Andersen. The analysis on the epistemological
aspect of the object analysed, he describes, differs
greatly from the analysis on ontological aspect. He
used the term of Discursive Analytical Strategy to
describe the specific analysis such as presented in
this paper. The features of how this discursive
analytical strategy is utilized in this article has been
mentioned above, but their general description
were in contrast with the conventional analysis is
shown in the Table 1.
From the confusion which embedded within the
reform, in this regard is due to the tendency to
apply reform as a method, as oppose to new deci-
sion emerged from deployment of analytical
strategy.
C. THE REFORM: THE MOBILIZATION OF BIAS
The discourse of bureaucracy reform in post-
Soeharto Indonesia emerged based on the preposi-
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tion that under the previous regime it functioned
more as an instrument to serve the interest of the
ruler instead of the public of citizens. Intertwined
with other sub-structures of power relations, based
on traditional charismatic, legal, rational, and
technical efficiency, Dwight Y. King the New
Order regime in Indonesia as a bureaucratic
authoritarian regime.10This has been alleged as the
main factors for the corruption of Indonesian
bureaucracy.
Under the ruling regime of post-Soeharto
Indonesia, the bureaucracy is intended to be placed
rather to serve the public of citizens instead of the
ruler. It is no longer positioned as an entity above
the general public and dictates it on what to do
and how to it. On the contrary, it is positioned
below the general public and serves the function to
serve what the general public considers as good
and it also subjects to the general public’s scrutiny.
However, this is not the first time bureaucracy
reform has been heard as a public discourse and
policy. Previously, under the New Order regime,
we may also heard a discourse of bureaucracy
reform under the term “pemerintahan yang bersih
dan berwibawa” – clean and respectable government.
This discourse also refers to some measures of
eradicating corruption practices within the state’s
bureaucracy machineries; repositioning and
revitalisation of state’s bureaucracy in order to
enhance its efficiency. Another term commonly
used since around 1988 to denote the bureaucracy
reform in Indonesia was “deregulasi dan
debirokratisasi” or de – regulation and de – bureau-
cratization.
However, these ideas of bureaucracy reform
under two different regimes signify different
meanings. We shall examine them in the following
part of this article. First, we shall examine the
underlying propositions on which each of these
ideas of bureaucracy reform is based. New Order
and post–Soeharto regimes each projects different
socio–political structure of Indonesia. This is
obvious in the construction of the structure of
relationship between the state and the society.
The New Order regime positioned the state at
the top or as the leader who shall clear the path
for the rest of the society to follow in order to
reach the ultimate goal of economic development.
This regime positioned the state and its bureau-
cracy as well as the embodiment of the general will
of the public that was considered, due to their
ignorance or underdeveloped mind, inaccessible
for most of the individual or partial elements that
comprised that public.
TABLE 1. METHOD VERSUS ANALYTICAL STRATEGY9
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Under the New Order regime this projection of
the reality of Indonesia as a nation-state entity was
also accompanied by the myth of economic devel-
opment. It ended up to certain practice that is
described as “state-led economic development” that
on its turn significantly defined the role and
function served by the Indonesian bureaucracy.
Under the claim of the state, coterminous with the
ruling regime as the embodiment of the general
will accessible only to it, the ideal bureaucracy was
projected to be one that was able to serve the
function as the state’s machinery to implement its
development policies and to pursue and ensure
that the intended goals are achieved.11
The need to enhance the efficiency of bureau-
cracy machinery under the New Order regime
came into consideration for the decision makers at
that time as a necessity due to the changing con-
figuration of global economy–politic configuration
such as the demise of the Communist block accom-
panied by the heighten interest from the global
market to make investment in developing coun-
tries such as Indonesia. Simultaneously, the devel-
opment policy in Indonesia was also undergoing a
critical shift from previously relied on the oil
export revenue boosted by the oil boom to foreign
investment to finance its development project,
besides the ever present source of foreign loan and
credit. The bureaucracy reform is intended to
enhance its efficiency to attract investment and to
ensure that their interests are well served in
Indonesia.12
Under the regime that replaces the New Order
regime, this projection has been almost totally
dissolved and reversed. Under the notion of good–
governance, the state no longer enjoys central and
privileged position as every decision made by the
state is required to be consulted and approved by
many other non-state actors. This notion becomes
the new regime in post-Soeharto Indonesia. The
bureaucracy is put in different position here as its
function now focuses on the public service delivery.
As non-state actors are given broader opportu-
nity to be more active in the decision-making and
policy process, the adoption of this regime has
been followed by various attempts to empower the
non-state actors to participate in those processes.
These attempts are dubbed through various terms
such as “bottom–up public policy making”; “public
participation”; “civil society empowerment” etc.13
Each notion of bureaucracy reform under those
two different regimes in Indonesia turns out to
follow the larger projected socio–political structure
by each regime. Normatively, bureaucracy is
claimed to be a state’s machinery that its sole and
ultimate purpose is to serve and ensure the
fulfilment of public needs. However, as described
above, the differences of the notions of ideal
bureaucracy and, thus, the necessary measures to
be taken for bureaucracy evolve around the differ-
ences on the notion of what public is and how it
relates the state.
The New Order regime projected the state, as
the embodiment of the general will of the public
in the sense similar to the right–Hegelian notion.
The state represents not only the sum interest of
the individual or partial parts that comprise the
public but, furthermore, the collective interest of
those elements as a collectivity. This collectivity can
only be comprehended by and through the state.
Thus, serving the state will can only carry serving
the public general.
On the contrary, under the ruling regime in
post–New Order Indonesia, the public and the
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individual and partial parts that comprise it are
consider as entity that is capable to think and act
rationally. This rationality is not bounded to
merely their individual or partial rationality, but
this is capable to be expanded to construct the
collective public rationality comprehensible only to
the state under previous regime. The state, and
bureaucracy as well, serve only to facilitate the
process of constructing this general will by ensuring
that every actors comply with the existing and
commonly accepted rules and implement the
commonly approved and decided general will as
policies. This is a much narrower role in compari-
son with one they served under the previous
regime. This notion is obviously based on the
notion of liberalism in its substance where the
individual freedom and its rational capacity are
given primacy.
Along the course of its history as a modern
nation state, it turns out that Indonesia has been
entrapped in the confusion and extreme swing
between two extreme poles of these two notions of
public. She took the liberal stance in during the
period between the 1950 until the then President
Soekarno made his presidential decree in July 5,
1959. From then on, under the Soekarno’s Guided
Democracy and Soeharto’s New Order the Indone-
sian public is structured based on the notion of the
public as a collectivity. Then, after the fall of the
New Order, Indonesia returns to embrace the
liberal notion.14
D. WHO ARE THE PUBLIC: THE UNDERLYING
CONFUSION
The recurrent extreme swing from one extreme
to the other in defining Indonesian public presents
chain effects that one of them leads to confusion
of battling corruption as part of the bureaucracy
reform we are facing today. The question at hand
here is not which one is the true notion of public.
It is more complex than merely the either or
question. As the following section of this article
will discuss, the specific socio–cultural context of
Indonesia has also been another determining
factor that the adoption of either of those notions
of public needs to consider and adjust to. It is also
noteworthy that those two notion are not totally
mutually insulated. Each adopts some notions from
the others in their logical and operational frame-
works.15
The specific socio–cultural context in Indonesia
has been a factor frequently mentioned but rarely
seriously discussed in the issue of bureaucracy
reform especially battle against corruption. Most
existing literatures focus on the hijacking of the
democratic regime by the local elites utilizing
cultural arguments16; the reluctance or incapacity
among the bureaucrats to comply with the stated
reform agenda; and the consolidation of new
oligarchies under the cloak of democratic regime
in post–Soeharto Indonesia.17
In fact, a clear-cut, well-defined and commonly
accepted nationwide notion of publicness is barely
exist. It does not mean that it is totally absence. In
facts, there have multiple notions of publicness
each cross cutting to each other but none has been
broad enough to cope the culturally diverse Indo-
nesian communities as an entity of nation. Since
the first establishment of Dutch Colonial Rule, the
entity closest in the term of political structure and
size of territory to a modern state that cover the
nowadays Indonesia as a whole, the modern state
has been built on top and co-exist with the pre-
existing socio–political structure.
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Thus, it is not surprising to find that besides the
commonly stated national identity as Indonesians,
the very same persons may also identified itself as
Moslems, Christians, Javanese, Acehnese, and
many others. These identities could also be com-
bined with almost unlimited possible permutations.
The Moslems, Christians, Acehnese, etc. each
basically signifies certain distinct construction of
public based on a specific and distinct logic of its
own. One’s identity in a certain period of time is a
resultant of the over determination of these
various structures of publicness that structure him/
her.18
The situation described in the last two para-
graphs hardly fits the projection of Indonesian
society as consisted of a group of individual with
strong sense and consciousness of common na-
tional identity and of their status as citizens entitled
to certain rights that the state is obliged to fulfil. It
also does not fit with the projection of Indonesia as
a total unity of its various comprising elements as
projected by the Soekarno’s Guided Democracy
and Soeharto’s New Order. In fact, the emergence
of Indonesian nationalism and the establishment
of Indonesia nation – state saw this paradox of
multiple publicness is left unresolved and termed
in somehow loose but capable enough to describe
the bound that put various elements of Indonesia
together as a nation in the national motto of:
Bhinneka Tunggal Ika or Unity in Diversity.
Meanwhile the motto has been appropriate to
describe the nature of Indonesian nationality or
publicness; it also presents a perennial challenge to
actualise the ideal contained in the motto into ever
changing specific socio–cultural context. It is in
responding to this challenge that Indonesia has
been facing confusion in defining how they should
perceive the Indonesian public and through what
means. The various regimes that once ruled and is
ruling Indonesia are entrapped in somehow similar
situation of entrapment. Those regime have a
common tendency that is to search for paradigms
that may help them to respond the challenge
presented by the specific socio–political context
they are facing or once faced.19
Just as the previous regime it replaces that tries
to incorporate the diverse existing socio–cultural
context coercively into its developmental project,
the current regime of post-Soeharto Indonesia also
finds itself entrapped in the complexity of diverse
socio–cultural context that its paradigm is barely
able to cope with. The existing formal–state struc-
ture to which the position of citizenship and public
of citizens belongs to as one of its elements hardly
stands above various other forms of publicness.
The corrupt practices in many cases emerge as
resultant of the interplay among these various
forms of publicness that simultaneously structures
one’s way of thinking and behave.
For example, there are cases of public or bureau-
cracy officials who has been alleged or legally
sentenced of guilty for corruption practices from
the legal – formal point of view, are still regarded
highly socially by their fellow members of either
ethnic or other primordial groups. For most cases
it turns out that those officials channel some of the
benefits of their corrupt practices to the resource
pool of the primordial group he/she is affiliated.
Simultaneously, appealing to the common
identities, especially primordial one has been
proven to be quiet effective to mobilize political
support in post – Soeharto Indonesia. This pattern
is best illustrated by the explosion of numbers of
autonomous region, especially district, in Indonesia
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within the period of ten years since the implemen-
tation of decentralization policy in 1999. Many of
these cases of the establishment of new district,
and more among the proposed new district, are
based or at least incorporated ethnic or other
primordial identity issue.20
On the other hand, the particular public to
which a public official is affiliated with also expects
the discussed official to favour their particular
interest over the interest of other groups. On its
turn, by giving favour and benefit to this particular
public, the official is able to enhance its social
position among the other members of the group.
In time of need, this social capital could be trans-
form into political capital.
Thus, in the case of corruption practices among
the rank and file of state’s bureaucracy it is under-
standable that one’s involved have been over-
loaded with various structures of publicness that
“struggles over his/her soul”. Here, the boundaries
between public and private becomes blur and
makes way for the practices of abuse of power and
corruption.
The point here is that the liberal paradigm’s
assumption of conscious and rational individual
capable of making decision and to take responsibil-
ity of the decision he or she makes is hardly find in
Indonesia socio–cultural context. Most of Indone-
sians still perceives themselves as part of a larger
community and give meaning to its existence based
on the collectivity of the community he or she is
affiliated. On the other hand, this collectivity is
also by way far from the Indonesia as a totality
projected by the previous regimes of Soekarno’s
Guided Democracy and Soeharto’s New Order.
The measures currently taken to battling corrup-
tion still largely presuppose that the basic assump-
tion of liberal paradigm exist in Indonesia. These
measures are mostly legal – formal in its nature,
such as the establishment of Komisi
Pemberantasan Korupsi – KPK or Indonesian
Commission for Corruption Eradication and
promulgation of legal and technical instrument for
bureaucracy reform21. While these are necessary
measures, they alone are far than sufficient to
carry effective bureaucracy reform.
The attempts mentioned above should simulta-
neously work with the attempt to construct con-
scious and knowledgeable public of citizens. While
many civil society actors have engaged in such
activities, the complexity of the notion of public-
ness often miss in the discourse and advocacy of
civil society empowerment. It turns out that with
the advent of democracy in its liberal sense as the
hegemonic regime in post–Soeharto Indonesia, the
absence of the demos or public of citizens has
invited the ethnos to fill the void.22 Without this,
the bureaucracy reform would be merely legal–
formalistic and self–referring since there is no
outside pressure power that structure bureaucracy
to reform itself in certain ways.23
E. CONCLUSION
As pointed above one of the main sources of
confusion and thus stagnation in the attempt to
bring reform among the Indonesian bureaucracy is
the ambiguity of the notion of publicness the
bureaucracy is projected to serve. However, the
review above points out that defining and manag-
ing the public in Indonesia is a matter more
complex than merely either or question.
Hirschman argues that merely clinging onto
certain paradigms turns out to be a hindrance to
build understanding upon the situation at hand.
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This does not mean that paradigms and theories
should be abandon altogether as new knowledge
never emerges from a vacuum. However,
Hirschman offers an alternative he dubs ‘cognitive
style’. This refers to critical attitude toward the
adoption and implementation of certain paradigm
and open–mindedness to new kind of thinking
when the situation demands.
The author has been engaged in probing the
possibility of knowledge-based governance as an
alternative to institutionalize the notion of public-
ness in Indonesia. This notion is based on the
author experience and few recent studies on
several policies area, where the state–society rela-
tions are based on mutual need to learn from each
other to gain new knowledge necessary to cope
with the situation at hand. The most recent study
author conducted focuses on the practices of this
model of governance in disaster management in
the case of Mount Merapi Eruption and Earth-
quake in Yogyakarta and its adjacent areas. The
author is fully aware that this notion still needs
further and more comprehensive studies; the
author cannot disregard the promising potentials
of this notion as an alternative solution to break
the stagnancy in Indonesian bureaucracy reform.
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